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Preient concern about adaptive behavior should go beyond the AAMD Adaptive

Erlhavior Scale. Adaptive behavior needs to be addressed in terns of the context

An which institutionalized retaKded individuals find themselves moving. from

institutions into communiti,..s. The adaptive behavior of community, parents and

professionals in fields dealing wi.th is at least as critical as that

of the retarded themselves-: It is not difficult to get the retarded to ad

Where things bog doom is'in getting society to adapt, move and mange.

Haw does one tell a group of superintendents That
,

eliminating their jobs as they presently exist? Being

munity residential program is different from being the

and requires a major modification jobAescription and functioning.

That takes a tremendous amount of adaptive behavior.

Training professionalt to train moderately end severely retarded individuals

to assemble electronic parts so they can eh= good money on the open labor market,

getting sodiety to hire the retaded, getting unions to accept the'retarded for

membership. These changes require adaptive behavior. vet, we go along with our

adaptive behavior Checklist and whom,do we check off? We check off the retarded.

Pt

they must find way() of.,

the director of a cm-

director of a large

Why are we not checking off 1.1.e labor unions and management, parents'

organizhtiona, institutions and directors of-institutions? They are the Cues

supposedly more equipped to' adapt. B- definition, the retarded are not able

to adaptand yet they are the only ones expected to do so. It ia.not that they

cannot. They have all.the flexibility to adapt and are just waiting to do so.

It is the rest of us who are not adapting, and that has to, change. One way to

effect this change is to expose some of the inappropriate expectancies for the

retarded which many members of society share. Many of these inappropriate

;expectancies are based on the fallag of requisite intelligence.
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What is the difference between A person who is'five yeart old for one

year and stmeone who is five years old for many years? Do they think the same?

-

Do they act the same? Should we expect the same behavior from bop of them?

When someone is labeled mentally retarded and diagnosed as performing

at the mental level of a five year old; the tendency is to expect him to perform

like a five year old. We must ch'ange that expectancy.

What do you suppose a normal fiVe year old could do if he could stay five

foi more than just.one year? He could learn odo new things in that Added time.

'And,-1 if-ho hapyiened to be largefor'ais age, say five-foot-eight, .he,could
,

leardeVen mare.
,

e c

.
Consider some very specific activities such as, morning routines, travel to

-**

and from work, and wog itself and-ask these questions. Which activities require

. -

intelligence? qhich ones require training but not much intelligence? Which Ines

'require both training-and intelligence? fast activities which we assume require

intelligence do not. Activities such as basic cooking,.housework, bench asqemblv

.work, auto-parts assembly and disassembly 'work are all good examples. They require

raining. Intelligence Is required to organize the activity and to do the train-
.

ing but the tasks themselves can be performed without reauiring much intelligence.

Why then do, we perpetuate the fallacy of requisite intelligence? One .

reason is that we like Co think of ourselve)* as intelligent beings doing intelli-

gent things. We have been conditioned to think this way and so, for no real reason,

it is uncomfdrtable to find out that much of our time is snent doing what any five

year old could do if he were trained.

Another problem is the expectancy cycle which we perpetuate. Vox a century

now, those working 4th the mentally retarded have described their limitations.

When working with the retarded, we operate with the expectancies generated by our



own work; We prove

normal folks can do

things must require

the cycle continues.
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that veare right and the expectancy cycle goes on. Since

things that the retarded cannot do, we assume that those

intelligence. The retarded are not expected to do them and

Another reason\for limiting the retarded is society's neled to maintain the

status' quo. As. long ag six million'pebple are kept out of the mainstream of

society by our saying they ,do not have what it takes, not only do we avoid
c

having,to make rocm for tl m, but we provide a lot of other'people with work

taking care of the'retarded,and keeping them out of the mainstream.'

Farber and Lewis

1
se the term progressive status quoism to describe a

situation where systems having two very spe-cific characteristics are established.

The first,characteristic of the system.is that it gives the impression that con-

siderable effort is being expended' to'solve a societal problem. The second

characteristic is that the problem is not being solved by the system.. The educe -

%

tion system in this country is a good example. When a black man seeks a loan

CC) start a business and is turned dorm, 'we give him more education instead of

forcing the banks to lend him the money. When a Puerto qican is not able to

get into the carpenter's union to become a carpenter, we say he needs'nore

education instead of doing something about the carpenter's union that will not

admit him. A Puerto Rican can have a Ph.D. in wood, and still not be admitted.

A large structure is set up, spending much time, energy and manpower, all of

which is designed to solve the problem but it does not. What happens instead

is that we absolve ourselves of the real responsibility of helping

people get good jobs. And we do exactly the same with the retarded. The

sr_le politicol anl otrpctures in the country allow us to

e)oclve oursol,lo:1 of the responsibility for lolvinz the problems of
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Ithe retarded.

4 , The position taken here is based on experiences at Children's Research

Center, University of Illinois, where research is being, conducted on the devel-

opment of a technology of instruction for the vocational habilitation of the

mentally retarded. The technology has developed to the p,oint where a housewife

with no prior experience with the retarded, one day of instruction, and one

week'of practice can enter a sheltered workshop and work individually with

moderatelyjand severely retarded individuals. With an average of two hoUrs of

client-instruEtion, she can give trainees sufficient skill to do Work worth

a minimum wage. Attempts to implement the technoloRy have brought to focus

the adaptability of the retarded and the rigidity of everyone else.

This and the other research nust he utilized to facilitate change in

government.' For example impOrt laws ane lahon laws must he modified so

hat much of the, electronics business that is no;, biang farmed out to Tai*an,

Korea, China and other nlaces can he profitably brought.heck into this
eN

country for the retarded and the handicapped. By bringinR hack to the U.S. a

small fraction of the hand labor and bench assembly abor that our industries

are now sending overseas, every retarded individual-in this country could be

kept busy for the rest of his life earning a very pood wape.1 If this in to

happen, labor and management nust he involved. We have found them very

willing to help. The Bendix Corporation, "agnavox, and 'eneral Electric

have given us large amounts of time, and have opened their most private

files to show us quality control data, and methods time measurement data.

They seem willinR to do anything they can to assist. They indicate a will-

ingness to work with labor toward getting the retarded into their orRaniza-

dons or petting work out of their organization.
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And what about labor? ilho has asked them? The next time you axe talking

to the Board of Directors of some agency for the retarded, ask for la show of

hands of people. on the board who are members of labor and see what you find.

Labor is seldom involved in our work and it is not their fault. It is ours.

If we are really going to change things, we must get to labor, too.

A note on housing.. 1fany believe that changing the housing of the

retarded,is somehow going to solve their problems. That is only a small.

small piece of what.has to happen. !Nat are you goine to do with the retarded

when you get them out there liYine in groups of two and three unless you affect

the entire context in which they live? This means the community, families,

professionals. Uhere you live is not normalization. lormalization is not

defined by where yOu live but how you live.

Some specific examples of our research might help to describe the aonli

cation of some of.the above position statement. In one study, a group of

sixty four moderately and severely reEarded-adolescents from sheltered work-
9

shops for the'handicapped located throughout Illinois learned to assemble a

15-piece bicycle brake, accurately and, consistently. This is S task which

almost no one could do without some"training a practice. The average time

required to learn each task was just over two hours. 7-

A

In another study, 16 severely retarded individuals were trained to sort

bolts. The criterion task was sorting 7/8 long from'l long bolts. They

hadto sort the pile once without any errors which meant 25 of the 7/8'

bolts were 'placed in one pile and'25 of the 1' in another pile. A maximten of

750 attempts were allowed, that is, 15 sortings of the pile. Eight subjects

worked only on the 7/1' from 1 discrimination. 7!one of them reached criterion

in 75n trials. All eight subjects, trained using an easy-to-hard senuence.
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learned all three tasks averaging less than 490 trials to criterion.

In a large production study, moderately and severely4retarded indivi-

duals assembled the bicycle brakes either one hour or three hours per day.

Average hourly production was over 22 brakes per'hour per person. The over-

all error rate l'an under 5 perdent.

Another relevant aspect of our research relates to the issue of In.

get zero order correlations between' I0 and ability to learn these tasks,

suggesting that one cannot predict from In how people are going to learn a

task at least if it is nonverbal and manipulative.

The data presented are just the beginning. Ve hiope to go to Social and

Relfabilitation Services in a couple of years with a stack 9f bores

belonging to severely, retarded individuals who are earning four or five

thousand dollars a year and ask why their vocational rehabilitation was not

funded. Ile will be tokd is was because they were diagnofied incapable of

being habilitated.

Tie are proposing that a terminal extendedcare sheltered workshop could

be set up where individuals who will probably never succeed competitively could

make two and a half to three dollars an hour in a non competitive,situation.

To conclude, when thinking about'adaptive behavior, think of it as

applying to Others nore than to the retarded. Everyone will have to Rive up

some of what he has held near and dear for a long, long time, break loose and

try another way.

The instructional technology used in the studies mentioned is certainly

an important recent developthent, but more important is the break we have

made in the expeCtancv cycle. As society, parents and professionals become

increasingly aware of the kinds of accomplishments described above, they

9



will change their expectancies and give the retarded their inherent right

to full participation in society.

a
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